DESCRIPTION
The MP-4M3L-CS Multi-Smoke Projectile contains 3 separate submunitions that release a CS Smoke agent. The multiple submunitions provide a wide area of coverage for quick dispersal and control of crowds. The submunitions are launched up to 130 meters and release smoke for approximately 25 seconds each.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Projectile, Multi-Smoke
Discharge: CS Irritant Smoke
Application: Riot and Crowd Control
Projectiles: 3, Aluminum Cased
Projectile Weight: 36 grams
Emission Ports: 2 per submunition
Discharge Time: 25 ± 5 seconds
Cartridge Material: Aluminum
Length Overall: 120 mm
Diameter: 38 mm
Overall Weight: 190 grams
Chemical Weight: 80 grams
Net Irritant Agent: 23 grams
Maximum Range: 130 meters
Waterproof: Lacquer Coated Primer and Paint Sealed Top
Launched With: 37mm / 38mm Riot Launchers, and 40 x 46mm Grenade Launchers

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UN Number: UN 0301
Shipping Name: Ammunition, Tear-Producing
Hazard Class: 1.4G (6.1, 8)
Quantity Per Package: 60 Cartridges
Packaging: Metal 1A2 UN/DoT Approved Pail w/Lever Lock Lid and Carry Handle

WARNING
Pyrotechnic devices may cause fires. Product should only be used outdoors. Do not fire directly at personnel, or serious injury or death may occur.